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Freemasonry in Pandemic 
 

Humor and Reflection 
 

By Right Worshipful Arjit Mahal, Grand Chaplain 
 
PANDEMIC HAS INDEED DISRUPED THE WORLD ORDER! Yet, the world has 

continued to adjust, make changes, and even innovate ways of life and living.  We all know that 

in New Jersey, our masonic activities had been on hold and then 

started to open in recent weeks.  Also, thanks to technology, video 

conferencing continues to connect us masons, whether informally 

or formally in lodge settings or just for social interactions.  The 

brethren have continued to “work in the quarries of Masonry”. 

My mother lodge is Formanite No. 155, operates under the 

jurisdiction of The Grand Lodge of India, in New Delhi.  I have 

been a member there since 1968; and every two or three years, 

when I visit India, I make a point of attending a meeting of the 

lodge. While many brethren know me from the past, others who 

have newly joined wonder who is this brother with his name on the 

top of the roster! I feel good to meet and greet the new blood in the lodge—a connection from the 

past to the present is a masonic tradition, passing the tribal knowledge so to say. 

For the past two months, Formanite Lodge has been “meeting” via Zoom. From the 

comfort of their homes--once a month, the brethren have lodge meetings primarily to conduct 

business. Per the rules of the Grand Lodge they cannot give signs and passwords. But they open 

the lodge; close the lodge and go about rest of the lodge protocols—as if it were a meeting being 

held in the temple itself. 

In the lodge meeting every brother must wear a white shirt and a black tie. Anyone not 

conforming to this practice is asked to leave—even on the Zoom facilitated meetings. So, to attend 
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the meeting I dressed accordingly.  At the end of the formal lodge closing, in India the brethren 

sing India’s National Anthem.  Out of respect, everyone must stand for this event.  It was 

interesting to note that most of the attending brethren, while dressed in white shirts and black ties, 

waist down, were wearing shorts or lounge pants and such; similarly, so was I (see my picture). I 

realized, coincidently, I was wearing a black and white checkered lounge pant reminiscent of the 

floor of King Solomon’s Temple design! 

While I thought of sharing my mother lodge’s meeting experience with partial dress- 

formality, in good humor, I reflected upon an important message we masons have every time we 

enter our masonic temples. We walk on the black and white mosaic patterns on the floors; or have 

a representation available as a learning tool. 

 

DUALITY IN NATURE 

Black and While Mosaic is a representation of the “ground floor of King Solomon’s 

Temple”; and is emblematic of human life:  checkered with the duality of light and darkness; good 

and evil; sacred and profane. The idea of duality and the conflict between good 

and evil causes us to contemplate the Drama of Life and Living in that it is an 

interplay of Nature’s laws or Cosmic Principles that govern the universe.  

There are ups and downs as the oceans waves ebbs and flow; the hot of summer 

is followed by the cold of winter.  In times of peril, this concept gives us hope 

in that good will follow the bad—and thus we will be able to maintain peace 

and sustain our existence. 

This symbolic balance is an important term because of the position of the checkered floor. 

The floor, where the foundation of the erect human body may be found. The Mason is taught to 

avoid irregularity and intemperance and to divide his time equally using the twenty-four-inch 

gauge. These and other similar lessons refer to the importance of balance in a Mason’s life. 

Therefore, the symbolism of the mosaic floor could be interpreted to mean that in any duality, 

balance provides the foundation for hope and our Masonic Growth. 

Maintaining balance allows us to adhere to many Masonic teachings. By maintaining 

balance, we may be able to stand upright in our several stations before The Divine and man. The 

Entered Apprentice is charged to keep balance in his life so that he may ensure public and private 

esteem. But a deeper look demonstrates that this symbol serves to demonstrate ideals which form 
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the foundation of our individual Masonic Growth, the Masonic Fraternity, and even the entire 

human society. Living in balance makes us healthy, peaceful, and just. If our feet are well balanced, 

both literally and figuratively, we may be able to serve the purpose of the fraternity faithfully; and 

influence the world around us in a similar way. 

When thinking about the idea of duality and the concept of good and evil, another image 

that immediately enters our minds is that of the Chinese TAI CHI, the Yin-Yang. This symbol 

demonstrates the concept of duality and balance in Nature.  The TAI CHI 

symbol represents the “Supreme Ultimate”, or “Supreme Absolute”, which 

embodies the Yin (-) negative forces/energy and Yang (+) the positive 

forces/energy.  The Taoist concept of The Truth, The Deity—is that which 

caused the universe and sustains life. All life is governed by the interplay of Yin and Yang.   

A concept of Western medicine also comes to mind: Homeostasis.  It is the self-regulating 

systems by which biological systems tend to maintain stability. The term derives from Greek roots 

meaning "similar" and "a state of stability."  The stability attained represents a 

dynamic equilibrium, in which continuous change occurs in our body’s biological 

and physiological processes, yet relatively uniform conditions prevail. Our bodies, 

when sick, tend to heal themselves through Homeostasis, thus creating harmony in 

body and mind—our internal Yin and Yang.  

HARMONY IN DUALITY 

Ik Onkar, also spelled Ek Onkar, in Gurmukhi or  Punjabi 

pronunciation: ਇੱਕ ਅੰਕਾਰ; is a phrase and symbol in Sikhism that denotes the 

one supreme reality.  It is a central tenet of Sikh religious philosophy. Ik 

Onkar are the first words of the Mul Mantar and also the opening words of the Sikh holy 

scripture Guru Granth Sahib.  (Not to be confused with Eckankar religion founded in the USA in 

the 20th century.)  Recognizing the duality in all aspects of Nature, Guru Nanak the creator of the 

Sikh Spiritual thought had declared some five hundred years ago that, despite duality, the 

Supreme Creator is ONE and ONLY ONE.  It is manifested in all life; and all life forms are 

governed by it.  Thus, unlike duality in the universe, in the Divine there is NO Duality.  
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From the beginning of time, sages, and the philosophical thoughts such as Taoism and 

Buddhism, and other religions have been endeavoring to find the “Divine Truth” called by many 

names:  “Supreme Deity”, “God”, “One Universal Awareness”, “One Universal Consciousness”.  

This quest has been essentially to overcome human apprehension of duality in life and living; and 

provide Hope for happiness and peace!  Thus, Divine Hope in Duality may provide us Balance 

and Harmony. But Hope, without action is but a dream only. The realization of Hope emanates 

from Love and Compassion; and is the foundation of our masonic precepts of Brotherly Love, 

Relief and Truth. 

Masonic thought leaders from ancient times must have understood that to realize balance 

and harmony in our  “checkered life and living”, there is only ONE unifying spiritual reality for 

Hope in Duality, the reverence of  the Grand Architect of the Universe!   

 

Now, I don’t feel odd wearing a black and white checkered lounge pant with white 

shirt and a black tie in my “lodge meeting” … 

 

 

 

Historian’s Note: To enrich this Periodical, the Lodge would like to have brethren contribute their 
Freemasonry related history, experiences and stories.  Contact RW Arjit “Artie” Mahal.  
Mahalzen@gmail.com, Tel 908-824-2862; or the Worshipful Master, RW Michael Holt; and/or WB 
Bryan S. Passione bsp@lafayette27.org. 


